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ATV in Ossau Valley
16 ATV loops are made.
Distributed in 4 levels, they cover the entire territory of the Ossau Valley (except for the core area of ??the
National Park).
Each loop is the subject of a downloadable form, in French only.
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(Niveau 1): Croix de Buzy/Bescat
(Niveau 1): Le Turon de Técouère
(Niveau 2): Gave d'Ossau départ Arudy
(Niveau 2): La tourbière
(Niveau 3): Plané d'Assiste/Granges de Gère
(Niveau 4): Boucle de Lazerque
(Niveau 4): Cambeilh
(Niveau 2): Boucle des 3 villages
(Niveau 2): Port de Castet

The big passes : Aubisque, Marie-Blanque, Pourtalet..

The Aubisque, the Tour route that passes in front of the campsite.
Circuit of 95 km with a height difference of 1677 m. This course includes two mythical passes that are
Soulor and Aubisque. The climb from Ferrières is sloping with passages at 9% and an average of 8%. Then
it is the descent into the magnificent Litor circus before making a climb of about 5% to the summit of
Aubisque. The last 3 km are at 8%. Small gearing recommended (28x24 for example).

Marie Blanque Pass.
Starting from the campsite, Arudy, you will cross the Bager's forest, then after Escot (25th km). You will
attack the Marie Blanque pass 9,5km à 7,5%. Descent through the Benou Plateau and back to the campsite
taking the famous Louvie Juzon coast. Total 55 km.
Pourtalet Pass : ayou start Camping the Rey, direction Laruns.
Pierre Saint Martin Pass : you start Arette.
Issarbe Pass : you start Lanne en Barétous

The Camping Le Rey's services
In order to make the most of your stay, we can help you advise you. At the reception, you can consult maps
IGN, and Internet Wifi. You can store your equipment and wash it if you wish. We can put you in touch with
a professional repairer. In case of damage, we will take the necessary steps to help you ..
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